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Abstract— Searching a pattern in biological sequence is as
good as finding a genetic code in a sequence of DNA. As every day
the new gene sequences discover, it increases frequently the
biological database. Till today many approaches started from
Brute Force to Berry-Ravindran applied for finding pattern.
Biological sequence database is too large. So an efficient pattern
matching algorithm is needed to search the pattern. So many
pattern matching algorithms are already developed but till today
research is going on to find a new approach as to reduce the
searching time. Berry –Ravindran bad character algorithm
calculates bad character shift using two consecutive characters in
the text immediately to the right of the window. But in our
proposed algorithm, instead of two consecutive characters we
introduced four consecutive character .Searching performed from
the right to left of the sequence, it reduces the searching time
complexity. In this technique bad character shift value calculated
by RS bad character shift function. As using four variables instead
of two variables, the searching time is less. The best case, worst
case and average case time complexities of the new algorithm are
also discussed.
Index Terms—Pattern Matching, RS algorithm, Biological
Sequences.

I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern matching is an efficient technology in computer
knowledge. It is widely applied in text editing, literature
searching, natural language identifying, biology, image
manipulation, information security, etc. There are two types
of pattern matching: single pattern matching and multiple
patterns matching [7]. In simple single pattern matching
algorithm, a pattern matching procedure is looked as key
word (pattern string) searching. It divides the text with the
length n into n-m+1 sub-string with the length m and detects
whether each sub-string matches to pattern string with length
m or not. One of the most important research area and has
also been studied in the decade of computer science over the
years, pattern matching has extensively been applied various
computer applications, for example, in retrieval of
information, information security and searching nucleotide or
amino acid sequence patterns in biological sequence [3]
databases. Classical single pattern matching algorithm
includes KMP algorithm [2] and BM algorithm [2]. Other
algorithm [2] is mostly improved on these classical
algorithms In BM algorithm, pattern string moves from left to
right, while character is compared from right to left. When it
loses matching, the predefined excursion function adopts the
max value to decide right shift value. The efficiency of an
algorithm depends on two phases: the pre-processing phase

and the searching phase. The characters in the pattern are
preprocessed in the pre-processing phase and this
information is used in the searching phase in order to reduce
the character comparisons, which in turn reduces the overall
execution time. The aim of the good algorithm is to minimize
the work done during each attempt and to maximize the
length of the shifts. In this paper, an efficient algorithm called
RS is proposed. The proposed algorithm though, not linear,
achieves good results. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In section II describes the overview previous
algorithm. Section III describes the proposed RS algorithm in
detail. Section IV describes the working example and Section
V discusses Results and Comparison previous and RS
algorithm, followed by the conclusion.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Berry-Ravindran algorithm [6] calculates the shift value by
considering bad character shift for the two consecutive text
characters in the text immediately to the right of the window.
These shift values computed are used in searching phase to
reduce the number of character comparisons, thus improves
the performance of the algorithm.
In Two Sliding Window method [8], in the right of
window they used an algorithm for finding pattern. Their
uses two consecutive variable immediately left after the
pattern. Now the work is to modify that algorithm, as to
maximize the efficiency named as RS. We use four variables
for calculating shift value when mismatch occur instead of
two. As a consequence the function is more complex but
function calculates shift value only in preprocessing phase. In
the searching phase it will take fewer searches for finding the
pattern in the text. The proposed algorithm has been tested
with the previous algorithms for different pattern in the same
text. This proposed algorithm performs better in some pattern
and some it performs equal.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A. Pre-processing Phase:
The proposed algorithm RS four consecutive characters
immediately after the pattern are considered, which scans
from right to left. MBrBc [9], that scans from left to right.
Initially, the indexes of the four consecutive characters in the
text string from the right are (n-m- 4), (n-m-3), (n-m-2) and
n-m-1) for a, b, c and d respectively in Eq. 1. The RS (a, b, c,
d) of the algorithm consists in computing for each four
characters a, b, c, d for all a, b, c, d,∑, the left most
occurrence of abcd in the pattern.
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The RS [a, b, c, d] is defined as follows RS [a, b, c, d] =min Next
4
5
6
7
8
(1)
In searching phase after each attempt, the shift of the
Fig.1. The next array
window is calculated by using the RS[a, b, c, d] function in
Eq. (1) and the maximum shift of the window is provided
Between texts character (T) and pattern character (G).
when these four characters abcd does not occur in the pattern.
The probability of four characters present in the pattern B. Searching Phase:
becomes less when the alphabet size is big.
The searching process for the pattern P is described as
In this proposed algorithm, after each attempt the window follows (Fig. 2).
is shifted to the left using the shift value computed for the
First attempt: In the first attempt (Fig. 2a), aligning the
four consecutive characters immediately left of the window. sliding window with the text from the right. In this case, a
RS function calculates the shift value based on the left most mismatch occurs.
occurrences of four consecutive characters, say abcd, which • Accordingly to RS function the shift value calculated. i.e
is immediately to the left of the window. The probability
shift1=3.
occurrence of four consecutive characters, abcd, in the • These consecutive four characters pattern is not present
pattern as compared to that of ab is less. Thus RS always
in the pattern. So the process doesn’t take shift value
provides a better shift than BrBc (Berry-Ravindran Bad
from next array.
character function).
Therefore the window is shifted to the left 3 steps. For
It concludes from the above that the pre-processing phase
the RS function gives Shift2 value is 2.
helps in searching phase to improve the overall efficiency of • These consecutive four characters pattern is not present
the algorithm.
in the pattern. So process doesn’t take shift value from
next array. The window is shifted to the right 2 steps.
B. Searching Phase:
Now the characters from the text at index 35, 36, 37 and
The procedure of the proposed algorithm is performed
38 which are (T, C, A, A) respectively. The calculation
from right to left until a complete match or mismatch occurs.
of shift (shift1) process is as follows:
Whenever a mismatch occurs, the RS shift value is used to
• The process find accordingly to RS function. It
shift the window to the left. This procedure is repeated until
calculates shift1=3.
the window is placed beyond (m-1) from the left of the text.
• These consecutive four characters pattern is not present
in the pattern. So process doesn’t take shift value from
IV. WORKING EXAMPLE
next array. Therefore the window is shifted to the left 3
In the context of the algorithm an example is elaborated the
steps.
process of the RS algorithm. Let the
Second attempt: In the second attempt (Fig.2b), aligning the
Pattern (P) =”GAATCAAT”, m=8
sliding window with the text from the right after shift. In this
Text (T) =”CAATCTAACATCATAACCCTAAT
case, a mismatch occurs between text character (C) and
TGGCAGAGAGAATCAATCGAATCA, n=47
pattern character (G), therefore process takes the four
consecutive characters from the text at index 32,33, 34 and 35
A. Preprocessing Phase:
which are (G,A,A and T) respectively. The calculation of
Initially, shift=m+4=12.
The shift values are stored in two arrays next as shown in shift (shift2) process is accordingly to RS.
Fig. 1. To build the next array (next), consider four Third attempt: In the third attempt (Fig. 2c), aligning the
sliding window with the text from the right after shift. In this
consecutive characters of the pattern and give it an index
starting from 0. For example for the pattern structure case, a mismatch occurs between text character (A) and
pattern character (G), therefore process takes the four
GAATCAAT,
the
consecutive
characters
consecutive characters from the text at index 30, 31, 32 and
GAAT,AATC,ATCA,TCAA and CAAT are given the
indexes 0,1,2,3, and 4 respectively. The shift values for the 33which are (G, A, G and A) respectively. To determine the
amount of shift (shift3) process follows the following steps:
next array are calculated according to Equation 1.
• The process find accordingly to RS function. It
Where in the pattern G A A T C A A T indexed as
calculates the value 2.
G A A T -> 0
• These consecutive four character pattern is not present in
A A T C -> 1
the pattern. So we don’t take shift value from next array.
A T C A -> 2
Therefore the window is shifted to the right 2 steps.
T C A A -> 3
Fourth attempt: In the fourth attempt (Fig. 2d), aligning the
C A A T -> 4
sliding window with the text from the right after shift. In this
Shift value from left
case all the character of the pattern match with the text (index
Index
0
1
2
3
4
32 to 39). So match performed and not more search required.
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Fig.2.Working Example
V.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an efficient pattern matching
algorithm, called RS, which is a new dimension of pattern
matching algorithm. It concludes that this algorithm works
well for the large patterns with small alphabet size.(i.e.
pattern “GGGTTTATGAACTTC” with alphabet size only
four G,A,T,C.) This algorithm has been proposed for exact
pattern matching, where in the shift value is maximized by
modifying the Berry-Ravindran BrBc [6],[9] function.
Therefore this algorithm can be implemented in all
applications related to exact pattern matching in biological
sequence databases.
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